
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performance 



 Multi Engine Jet Multi Turboprop Piston 

10 Or More Passenger 

Seats, Or, MTOM 

>5700kg 

 

A 

 

A 

 

C 

9 Or Less Seats, Or 

MTOM < or = 5700kg 

 

 

A 

 

B 

 

B 

 

EASA sets out requirements for Class A in CS25 (JAR 25), class B in CS23 (JAR23). 

 

EU – OPS are a second layer of regulations to ensure a similar safety level for commercially 

operated class B aircraft. 

 

Measured performance – Performance as measured on a new aircraft by test pilots. 

 

Gross performance – Performance of line pilots on a line aircraft on the average day. 

 

Net Performance – Gross performance with a safety factor applied. Used for MTOM calculations 

etc. Note, Net performance may be higher than some of the measured performance (if on a bad day 

etc.) 

 

Safety margin is applied to cater for events with a greater than 1:1,000,000 chance of occurring. The 

greater the frequency or severity, the larger the required safety factor. 

 

Probabilities: 

 Frequent (< 1 in 1000) – Likely to occur. 

 Reasonably Probable (< 1 in 100,000) – Unlikely, but may occur a few times in the life of an 

aircraft. 

 Remote (< 1in 10,000,000) – May occur a few times in the life of a fleet. 

 Extremely Remote (1 in 1,000,000,000) – Unlikely to occur in the lifetime of a fleet. 

 

Screen Height – Height that an aircraft must reach above the runway to complete a takeoff. 

Class B = 50 ft 

Class A = 35 ft 

Class A (wet) = 15 ft 

 

Reference Height – Height that you should be above the threshold (should be at VREF). 

 

Landing has a larger required safety margin than take off, as there are a greater range of variables 

(height, speed). Therefore, for a 4 engine jet there is a 15% takeoff safety factor, compared to a 67% 

landing safety factor (43% for a turboprop / class B). 

 

In the climb, assume that you will have a lower climb gradient (15% becomes 14%). 

In the descent, assume a higher descent gradient (10% becomes 11%). 

 



 

TORA = Take Off Run Available 

 

Clearway – Area extending from 75m to either side of the extended centreline. Must not contain any 

non frangible objects (objects that will cause damage if hit). There must not be any objects 

projecting into a 1.25% slope from the threshold, or greater than 0.9m.  

Length is the lesser of 50% of TORA or until first significant obstacle. 

 

Stopway – Extended area, as wide as the runway, that allows stopping without causing structural 

damage or injury. However, may not be free of FOD. 

 

ASDA = Actual Stopping Distance Available – TORA + Stopway. Also called EMDA (emergency 

distance available). 

 

TODA = Take off Distance available – TORA + Clearway OR TORA x 1.5 (Whichever is lower). 

 

Balanced field – TODA = ASDA. If no clearway/stopway then TODA = ASDA = TORA. 

 

PCN – Pavement Classification Number – Gives details on strength and surface. 5 part format. 

ACN – Aircraft Classification Number – Needs to be less than the PCN. 

 

For a limited number of movements an aircraft with an ACN greater than the PCN may be allowed 

to operate provided permission has been granted by airfield operating management. 

 

ICE T Is a Pretty Cool Drink 

 

IAS – Instrument Error, Pressure/Position Error 

CAS – Compression Error 

EAS – Density Error 

TAS 

 

TAS = EAS x √(P/PO) 

LSS = 39 √K 

Mach = TAS/LSS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

In a low bypass jet engine, the thrust 

stays approximately constant, as the 

thrust loss from momentum drag (TAS 

based) is offset by the thrust gain due to 

ram effect (Mach based). 

 

Momentum drag – air flow experiences a 

lower overall change in TAS due to its 

higher initial TAS. 

 

Ram Effect – Increased density 

secondary to compression leads to 

increased mass flow. 

 

 

 

 

 

A high bypass jet engine acts somewhat like a 

propeller, in that it loses a great deal of thrust 

as TAS increases. 

 

For the purposes of this module, however, we 

consider that engines on commercial airlines 

are low bypass (which they are not in reality). 

 

 

 

 

 

As altitude increases, thrust decreases due to the increase in air density. As OAT increases, the air 

density, and therefore mass flow and thrust, reduce. 

 

 

 

For jets the available thrust is either restricted by 

the maximum RPM, or by the maximum Turbine 

Gas Temperature (TGT). On cooler days it tends to 

be RPM limited.  

 

As temperature increases, therefore, initially there 

is no change in thrust due to RPM limits. This is 

known as being flat rated.   

 

As temperature rises further, TGT becomes a 

limiting factor.  

 

 

 

Thrust Settings – TOGA – Only allowed for a certain length of time, in order to avoid risk of failure 

and increased wear. 



MCT – Max Continuous Thrust (aka CON). 

CLB – Climb Thrust – May also be limited by time. Not available in all aircraft. 

 

 

 

Propeller engines show a greater effect of TAS on thrust. 

 

Thrust is also affected by OAT and altitude, as with jets, due 

to the change in air density. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power = Work/Time = Force x Distance / Time = Force x Velocity. 

 

Power available = Thrust x TAS; Power required = Drag x TAS. 

 

Power available – Power required = Excess power. 

 

Note that this means that at a standstill, power available is 0 regardless of thrust setting. 

 

Power Required: 

 

 

 

 

 

The power required curve gives VMP at its lowest 

point, and VMD at the tangent. 

 

Its similarity to the drag curve is due to the fact that 

power required = Drag x TAS. 

 

 

 

 



 

Fuel Flow – Rate at which a mass of fuel is used with time. 

 

Specific Fuel Consumption – The efficiency of that specific engine at that time. Given as fuel flow 

per unit thrust (for a jet) or per unit power (for a prop). A lower number means a higher efficiency. 

It is proportional to temperature. 

 

 

 

Takeoff: 

 

Takeoff run (class B) – Run along the ground, aka ground roll. 

Takeoff distance – From brakes off to the point at which the screen height is reached. This 

represents speeds from 0 to VLOF. 

 

Screen Height: 

 Class B – 50ft 

 Class A – 30ft 

 Class A (Wet) – 15ft 

 

V Speeds are calculated as IAS or TAS. This means that they already take into account density 

changes, and represent the speeds displayed, and that the wing works off. 

VR = Rotate Speed; VLOF = Lift Off Speed. 

 

During the takeoff run you also have wheel drag to overcome. The amount of wheel drag is 

determined in part by the amount of ground reaction supporting the aircraft. Therefore, as you 

accelerate, and lift reduces the ground reaction, the wheel drag also reduces. 

 

At rotation, you get a very large increase in induced drag. At this point, the induced drag is likely to 

be the largest that it will be for the entire flight (as on landing, weight will be reduced). 

 

F = m a ; a = F/m ;  So, a =  (thrust – drag) / m = excess thrust / drag. 

 

Therefore, at higher mass, there is decreased acceleration and therefore a longer takeoff run. 

 

During the takeoff run there is a decrease in thrust due to momentum drag, but speed is insufficient 

to cause ram effect. 

 

Therefore, during takeoff, as the aircraft accelerates, thrust is decreasing, whilst drag is increasing. 

Overall, the acceleration reduces as your speed increases during the takeoff run. 

 

 

 

 

 

The shape of the drag line here is due to 

the combination of increasing parasite 

drag, but decreasing wheel drag. 

 

 

 

 



 

As force required is related to v
2
, a 10% increase in speed should lead to a 21% increase in TO 

distance required. However, the increased mass also reduces acceleration. Therefore, the actual 

distance required increases by more than 21%. 

 

The higher the airfield pressure altitude, the longer the TOD. This is due to a decrease in thrust with 

a concurrent increase in required TAS to reach VLOF (IAS). Higher temperatures have the same 

effect. 

 

Engine bleed air – Air is taken from the engine to run air conditioning (and pressurisation). If the air 

conditioning packs are ON for takeoff then the thrust available is reduced, and therefore the TOD is 

increased. 

 

For the same VR a headwind or tailwind component will change the required groundspeed for VR. 

At a 30 kt headwind, the groundspeed required is decreased by 30 kts. A tailwind does the opposite. 

For planning purposes: 

 Assume a headwind is 50% of its reported strength. 

 Assume a tailwind is 150% of its reported strength. 

 

Headwind = Wind Speed x Cos Ɵ ; Crosswind = Wind Speed x sin Ɵ. 

 

For planning purposes, you will usually need to correct for the fact that runway heading is 

magnetic, but METAR is true. 

 

Runway Slope: 

 Up sloping runways increase takeoff distance. Therefore, a safety factor has to be applied. 

This is 5% (1.05) for every 1% upslope. 

 This applies up to a maximum of 2%. 

 Above 2% you need special permission, usually related by aircraft and crew training. 

 A downsloping runway is classed as having 0 slope for the purposes of performance. 

 

Runway Surface – A grass runway requires a larger take off roll due to the increased rolling 

resistance. It is considered to have 20cm of grass. 

 

Contamination – This increases TO run in 2 ways: 

 Displacement Drag - pushing through the contaminant. 

 Impingement drag – contaminants are thrown up onto the gear and aircraft surfaces, 

increasing parasite drag and reducing lift. 

 

Flap Setting: 



 

 

 

As flap is increased, there is initially a large increase in CL MAX, and therefore there is a concurrent 

reduction in TOD, or an increase in the RLTOM. As flap is increased further, the increased parasite 

drag begins to predominate. Therefore, the TOD increases again, and the RLTOM is decreased. 

 

Therefore, flap can be said to increase TOD when it is increased in the Takeoff range ONLY. 

 

However, as flap is extended, the climb performance is degraded. Therefore, the climb TOM 

(CLTOM) may become limiting. 

 

The aircraft must always be able to achieve a one engine out climb gradient of 2.4%. 

 

The optimum flap setting is therefore a balance between increased RLTOM and decreased CLTOM. 

 

 

 

Climb: 

 

Vx – The speed at which an aircraft achieves its greatest climb gradient / angle. 

 

For a jet, Vx is at VMD, with 4 degrees AoA. 

 

For a propeller aircraft, Vx is below VMD. It is close to VMP, in the speed unstable region/ 

 

Jet:       Prop: 



 

As altitude increases, for a jet Vx remains constant. However, for a prop, Vx increases. 

 

Increased Mass leads to VX increasing. 

A dirty configuration leads to VX decreasing. 

 

On a hot day – there will be reduced thrust and therefore a reduced climb angle (if above the flat 

rated temperature). 

 

 

 

 

 

Engine failure: 

 Decreased thrust, increased parasite drag (due to crabbing). 

 For a jet VX decreases slightly. 

 For a prop Vx increases. 

 In both cases, the range of speeds that you can climb at reduces. 

 At altitude, there may no longer be sufficient thrust to climb, or even to stay in level flight. 

 

Headwind – Still air gradient stays the same, but the flight path angle increases. 

Tailwind – flight path angle decreases. 

 The 2.4% requirement for climb is based on the still air gradient, and thus is not affected. However, 

obstacle clearance may be compromised. 

 

If an aircraft accelerates or turns, it must climb at a smaller angle. 

 

 

Rate of Climb 

ROC = Sin AoC x TAS 

= (T-D)/W x TAS 

= ((TxTAS) – (D x TAS)) / W 

= (Power Available – Power Required) / W 

= (Excess Power) / W 

 

Rate of climb decreases with altitude, due to decreased thrust leading to a decreased power 

available. 

 



Absolute Ceiling – Maximum altitude that you could theoretically achieve, based on excess power. 

 

Service Ceiling – Maximum altitude at which a set rate of climb can be achieved. For a jets that 

ROC is 500 fpm, for props 100 fpm. 

 

VY – The speed at which excess power is greatest, and therefore where maximum rate of climb is 

achieved. 

 

 

VY is faster than Vx, up to the service ceiling, at which point VX and VY are equal. VY  decreases 

with increasing altitude. 

 

For a propeller, at low altitudes, VY is at approximately VMD. As the aircraft climbs, it tends towards 

Vx. 

 

With increasing mass, the power required curve moves UP and RIGHT. This causes an increase in 

VY and Vx, and a decrease in rate of climb. 

 

 

With increased altitude, against TAS, the 

power required curve moves UP and 

RIGHT. 

 

There is also a decrease in the power 

available curve. 

 

ThereforeThe VY (TAS) increases, and 

rate of climb decreases. 

 

Against CAS, there is no movement. VY 

(CAS) actually decreases. 

 

Vx for a prop increases. For a jet, against 

CAS Vx is constant against CAS and 

against TAS it increases. 



 

 

Dirty Configuration – Power required moves UP and LEFT. VY and rate of climb decrease. 

 

Temperature – As with altitude (once above flat rating temperature). Rate of climb decreases, VY 

(TAS) increases, VY (CAS) decreases. 

 

Engine Failure – Increased parasite drag, power required curve moves UP and LEFT. Power 

available reduces (to ½, 2/3 or ¾ dependant on number of engines). VY decreases, and rate of climb 

decreases. VX for a prop increases, whereas for a jet VX decreases. 

 

Wind has no effect on rate of climb, as we are considering air distance only. 

 

When accelerating or turning, the rate of climb is decreased, as is the angle of climb. 

 

Climb Speeds 

 

Vx – Maximum angle of climb, gives best obstacle clearance. Achieved in “max angle” mode or 

“green dot” speed. 

 

VY – Maximum rate of climb. Reduces cruise distance, and gives best fuel efficiency. AsVY 

decreases with altitude (CAS), this is usually done in a managed mode, by the FMC (Max Rate / 

Min Cost mode). 

 

Initially, we climb on IAS/CAS. Therefore, as altitude increases, lift, drag and AoA stay constant, 

but TAS increases. We then swich to mach, which causes reducing CAS and increasing AoA. 

A climb schedule is used to determine the speeds to be used in the climb. e.g. 240/0.74. This means 

that the aircraft will climb at 240 knots until reaching a mach of 0.74 (changeover altitude), at 

which point it will climb at 0.74 mach. 

 

If the climb schedule is changed from 240/0.74 to 230/0.74, the changeover altitude will be higher 

(as it will take longer to reach 0.74 mach). 

If changed to 240/0.76 the changeover altitude will also decrease, as again it takes longer to reach 

that speed. 

Generally, climb schedules with a CAS greater than 250 are not used, due to ATC restrictions on 

flying above 250 knots below 10,000 ft. 

 

ECON climb setting – A basic climb schedule based on VY and weighted by a cost index (running 

from 0-200). The higher the CI, the faster the CAS and Mach No. used. This will be less efficient, 

but will lead to a shorter flight (which may be needed to meet connections or for the next sector). 

 



When climbing at a constant CAS : AoA constant, Flight Path angle and Pitch Angle decrease. 

 

When Climbing at constant Mach: AoA Increases, Flight path angle and Pitch angle decrease. 

 

Minimum Climb (1 engine out): 

 Twin = 2.4% 

 3 Engine = 2.7% 

 4 Engine = 3.0% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cruise: 

 



Whilst we normally consider equilibrium to mean L=W, T=D, we have to remember that these 

forces do not act at the same point. Therefore, we must also balance the resultant turning moments. 

 

As the Lift Drag couple is aft of the centre of gravity, the aircraft experiences a nose down pitching 

moment. This must therefore be balanced by downforce from the tailplane. This produces drag, 

known as trim drag. Therefore, more thrust is required to counter the trim drag. 

 

By moving the CG forwards, the LW couple produces a greater moment, and therefore more 

downforce, and by extension more trim drag, is required to maintain equilibrium. Therefore, thrust 

required is increased, leading to decreased efficiency and range. 

 

To produce the greatest efficiency, CG should be kept towards the aft limit. This can be done in a 

number of ways. Primarily, it is via careful loading of the aircraft. In large airliners, such as the 

a380, fuel is pumped into tanks in the horizontal stabiliser in order to move the CG aft. This also 

allows adjustment of CG in flight. 

 

Engine Position – Pod mounted under wing engines produce a natural pitch up moment. This acts 

against the natural pitch down moment of the rest of the aircraft, and reduce the downforce that the 

tailplane is required to produce. Note, that this can have the undesirable effect of causing over 

rotation or excess pitch up, especially on go around. 

 

 

Maximum Straight And Level Speed: 

 

This occurs where the thrust line intersects the drag curve on the drag polar, or where the power 

required and power available curves cross on the power graph. 

 

As a CAS, maximum straight and level speed occurs at a low level. As the aircraft climbs, the thrust 

decreases and so the maximum CAS decreases. 

 

As a TAS, maximum straight and level speed occurs at a high level. As the aircraft curves, the drag 

curve moves to the right. Therefore, the maximum TAS increases. At very high altitudes, the 

maximum TAS decreases (as the thrust line drops so low). 

 

 

 

Range: 

 



Specific Range = Distance per unit fuel (Distance / Fuel used). 

 

Specific Air Range = TAS / Fuel Flow. 

Specific Ground Range = GS / Fuel Flow. 

 

Fuel Flow (SFC): 

 Jet – Fuel Flow per unit Thrust. 

 Prop – Fuel Flow per unit Power. 

 

Specific fuel consumption purely relates to the efficiency of an engine, not to any other factors 

affecting the aircraft. 

 

JET: 

 

In a turbojet, SFC is lowest at low air temperature (high altitudes) and at design RPM. 

 

In S&L flight, Thrust = Drag. Therefore, SFC x Thrust = SFC x Drag. 

 

Specific Range = TAS / (SFC x Drag) = (1 / SFC) x (TAS/Drag). 

 

 

The best ratio of TAS:Drag can be found at the 

tangent to the drag curve. This is MMR (Max Range). 

 

It correlates to 1.32 x VMD. 

 

At low level, SFC will be higher at this speed, as it 

will not be at optimum RPM. 

 

Therefore, you want to fly at an altitude where 

optimum RPM occurs at 1.32 x VMD. 

 

At higher altitude, you also get an increased TAS for 

the same IAS/Drag, and the air is colder, reducing 

SFC. 

 

 

PISTON: 

 

Specific Range = (1 / SFC) x (TAS / Power Required). 

 

Therefore, the best range occurs at 1.32 x VMP, the tangent to the power curve, which is at VMD. 

 

The best altitude for range tends to be low level, and is set out in the aircraft manual. This is 

because SFC for a prop is a complex compromise between the efficiency gain from low RPM and 

full throttle at high altitude, compared to the efficiency gain due to increased intake pressure at low 

altitude. Also, due to the movement of the curve up and right with altitude, there is less to gain at 

higher altitudes. This altitude is known as full throttle height. 

 

Turboprops operate at medium/high altitudes (as they are driven by jet engines). 

 Mass – Increased mass leads to the graph moving up an right. Therefore, the tangent slope 

increases (worse ratio), best range speed increases, SFC increases and range decreases. 



 

Altitude – Range is maximum only at the optimum altitude. Deviating from this will lead to 

decreased range, proportional to the amount of deviation. 

 

As fuel is used, mass decreases, and therefore drag and optimum range speed also decrease. 

Therefore, you must increase altitude in order to maintain engine RPM at optimum, and preserve 

best range. 

 

A cruise climb (always being at optimum altitude, therefore very gradually climbing), is the most 

efficient way of doing this. However, for ATC reasons this is not possible. Therefore, operationally 

we use step climbs. 

 

Wind: 

 SAR is NOT affected by wind. 

 SGR IS affected by wind: 

◦ Headwind – Decreased SGR 

◦ Tailwind – Increased SGR 

 

For best range: 

 In a headwind, fly faster (to decrease the time spent in the headwind). 

 For a tailwind, fly slower (to increase the time benefiting from the tailwind). 

 

For a jet, this can be done graphically by moving the “0” for the tangent. For a headwind move it to 

the right, for a tailwind move it to the left. 

 

e.g. 50 kt tailwind or headwind: 

 

 

For a Prop, simply fly slightly faster in a headwind, and slightly slower in a tailwind. 

 

 

 

 

Long Range Cruise – Considers fixed operating costs in addition to fuel costs. This setting results in 



flying 4% faster than MMR, for only a 1% increase in fuel consumption / decrease in range. This is 

known as MMLC. 

 

Cost Index: 

 Balances the cost of time with the cost of fuel. 

 The operator calculates the CI to be used, and gives this to the pilots. 

 Range of 0-200. At 0, you fly at MMR. 

 The higher the CI, the faster the speed. 

 Once entered into the FMC, the ECON mode becomes available. This flies the aircraft at a 

speed based on the CI, MECON. 

 As CI increases, MECON increases. 

 As Mass decreases, all speeds decrease and range at all speeds increases. For best efficiency, 

MECON therefore reduces through the flight. Some operators fly at a constant mach for ease 

of use, and accept the loss of efficiency. 

 

Payload Range: 

 

  

A-B – Limited by MZFM. 

B-C – Limited by MSTOM – payload has to be reduced to allow more fuel to be added. 

C-D – Now have to reduce TOM in order to increase efficiency and therefore range. 

 

The payload range diagram shows if an aircraft will be economically viable on a route. 

 

 

Endurance – Used for holding, waiting for weather, searching etc. Provides maximum time in the 

air. 

 

Jet: Endurance = 1/ SFC x Drag. 

 

Therefore, the maximum endurance occurs at VMD for a jet. The optimum endurance altitude is 

where this speed is maintained at optimum RPM, which is higher than the optimum range altitude. 

Practically this is unlikely to be done due to ATC or ceiling heights. 

 

Prop Endurance = 1/ SFC x Power Required. 

 

Max endurance for a prop occurs at VMP. As altitude increases, power required also increases. 



Therefore, the best endurance altitude for a prop is at low altitude. 

 

Turboprop – SFC decreases as altitude increases, and therefore medium altitudes provide best 

efficiency. 

 

Mass – Decreasing mass gives better endurance (Drag/Power curves down and left), with a lower 

speed. 

 

A turbojet holds for endurance at VMD. At this speed, and this speed only, fuel flow is proportional 

to mass, and so changes to it can be calculated. 

 

For a prop, the hold is performed at VMP, and therefore mass and fuel flow are not proportional. 

 

Wind has no effect on endurance, as it does not affect time in the air. 

 

 

 

Descent: 

 

Descent schedule – as you descend on constant Mach, CAS increases. Therefore, at the changeover 

altitude, we switch over to CAS. 

 

0.74/240 → 0.74/250 – Changeover altitude decreases. 

0.74/240 → 0.76/240 – Changeover altitude increases. 

 

Note that below 10,000 ft, ATC restrictions mean that you must fly below 250 kts. 

 

In Descent – pitch angle will be negative, but descent angle is always +ve. 

 

Descending on Mach: 

 Pitch Angle Decreases. 

 Descent Angle Increases. 

 Angle of Attack Decreases (as CAS is increasing). 

 

Descending on CAS: 

 Pitch Angle Constant. 

 Descent Angle Constant. 

 AoA Constant. 

 

Descent Angle: Sin γ = (D-T)/W. 

 

Minimum descent angle occurs atVMD. 

 

Rate Of Descent: Angle Of Descent x TAS = (TAS x (D-T)) / W = Excess Power Required / W. 

 

Maximum excess power occurs at the highest possible TAS. 

 

Dirty configuration increases drag (drag/power curves move up and left) and this leads to the 

highest angle of descent and highest rate of descent. 

 

 

 



Glide: 

 

Drag counters a component of weight. 

 

To glide at the shallowest angle, you want the minimum ratio of D : L. This is  CL/CD MAX, which 

occurs at VMD, 4 degrees AoA. 

 

At higher mass, you fly down the same flightpath, just faster (VMD increased). 

A dirty configuration reduces  CL/CD MAX and thus leads to a decreased glide range, and a 

decrease in VMD. 

 

To glide for endurance, fly at VMP. This leads to a decreased glide range, but you stay in the air for 

longer. 

 

Wind affects range, but not endurance. 

 

 VMP 

(0.76 VMD) 

VMD 

Tangent Power 

1.32 VMD 

Tangent Drag 

>1.32 VMD 

Climb VX PROP VX JET 

VY PROP (Reduces 

with Altitude) 

VY JET 

(Reduces with 

Altitude) 

 

Descent  Min AoD / RoD  Max AoD / RoD 

Glide Min RoD 

(Endurance) 

Min AoD 

(Range) 

  

En Route Endurance PROP Range PROP 

Endurance JET 

Range JET LRC (MMLC) 

 

 

 

 

Landing: 

 

Landing Distance Required – From screen (imaginary 50ft screen above threshold, that should be 

overflown at VREF) to full stop. Consists of an airborne section, and a ground run section. 

 

VREF must not be slower than the greatest of: 

Class B – VMCL (control Speed), 1.3 x VS0. 

Class A – VMCL, 1.23 VSR0 (landing stall reference speed). 

 

Decelerating Forces: 

 

Wheel Braking: 

 For jet and light aircraft, this provides the majority of the deceleration on the landing run. 

 Antiskid is very important, especially for wet/contaminated runways. 

 On wet, icy, or contaminated runways, breaking coefficient is decreased, and so landing 

distance is increased. 



 Wheel breaks convert kinetic to thermal energy. Therefore, they can become very hot. 

Reverse Thrust 

 Second most important force for jets. 

 Most effective at high ground speeds (for jets). 

 FOD / Ingestion issues may occur. 

 The operator determines the balance of wheel braking vs reverse thrust based on a balance 

between brake wear and engine wear. 

 Very important of icy or contaminated runways. 

 

Aerodynamic Drag 

 Negligible once nose wheel touches down. 

 Induced drag is extremely small, especially after spoilers are extended. 

 Parasite drag is minimal due to the low, and decreasing, speed. 

 

Factors affecting landing distance: 

 

Speed – Higher speed leads to a longer landing distance, with the increase being proportional to V
2
. 

A 10% increase in speed will therefore lead to a 21% increase in landing distance. 

 

Height – Being higher than the screen height at the threshold will lead to a greater landing distance 

(increased airborne section) if the normal approach angle is maintained. 

 

Air Density – Low density (hot and high) will result in a higher TAS (as VREF is based on CAS) and 

groundspeed. Therefore the landing distance is increased. 

 

Wind : 

Headwind – Reduce TAS by 50% of the headwind component. 

Tailwind – Increase TAS by 150% of the tailwind component. 

 

Runway Slope: 

Class B – Downslopes – Increase landing distance required. Add 5% for every 1% slope. 

Upslopes – Cannot take the benefit (although it will in reality reduce landing distance). 

Class A – Slopes less than 2% up or down do not need to be considered. 

 

Mass – Increased mass increases VREF (proportional to V
2
) and therefore increase landing distance. 

The actual effect of a 10% increase in mass will be more than 21% as the extra mass also makes the 

aircraft harder to stop (KE = ½ MV
2
). 

 

 

Safety factors: 

 

Due to variation in landing distances a further safety factor is applied to gross landing distance. 

Class B (and Class A Turboprops) – Stop in 70% of available runway (x 1.43). 

Class A – Stop in 60% of the available runway (x1.67). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Class B Aircraft 

 

An aircraft with 9 or less passenger seats, and MTOM under 5700 kg. 

 

A single engine Class B aircraft cannot be operated at night or in IMC unless under Special VFR 

(SVFR). 

 

When a 2 engined aircraft is unable to meet the climb requirements, it is classed as single engine. 

 

All engine climb – Steady gradient of 4 % with all engines. 

 Take Off Power both engines. 

 Gear extended unless they can be retracted within 7 seconds (in which case it can be 

retracted). 

 Flaps set for Take Off. 

 Climb speed not less than the greater of 1.2 VS1 and 1.1 VMC. 

 

One engine inoperative – 400ft above take off surface, must have a slightly positive gradient of 

climb with one engine inoperative (we do not consider engine failure below this, as it would likely 

be irrecoverable and lead to a forced landing). 

 Critical Engine Failed, Prop in minimum drag position (feathered or fully coarse). 

 Remaining engine set at take off power (usually limited to 5 minutes). 

 Landing gear retracted, flaps set for take off. 

 Climb speed equal to that achieved at 50ft (V2). 

 

One engine inoperative – At 1500 ft, with critical engine failed, you must maintain at least a 0.75% 

gradient. 

 Prop in minimum drag position. 

 Engine at Max Continuous Thrust (MCT). 

 Gear and Flaps retracted. 

 Climb speed of at least 1.2 VS1. 

 

Safety Factors: 

 Gross TO distance x 1.25 must not exceed TORA with no clearway/stopway. 

 With Clearway / Stopway: 

◦ Gross TO distance must not exceed TORA. 

◦ Gross TO distance x 1.15 must not exceed TODA. 

◦ Gross TO distance x 1.30 must not exceed ASDA. 

 

Pressure altitude and ambient temperature at the aerodrome must be taken into account. 

 

Runway Surface Factors: 

 Grass (dry) = x 1.20. 

 Grass (wet) = x 1.30. 

 Paved (wet) = x 1.00. 

 

Runway slope: 

 Upslope up to 2% - 5% for every 1% slope. 

 Downslope – Do not adjust unless >2%. 

 Greater than 2% slope requires prior approval. 



 

Wind – Take 50% of headwind and 150% of tailwind. If the graph does not show that strength of 

wind, then it is out of limits. 

 

Contamination – When 25% or more of the runway surface is covered in standing water of greater 

than 3mm depth, or snow, slush, ice or wet ice of equivalent moisture depth. 

In these conditions, take off in a class B aircraft is inadvisable, as the effects cannot be accounted 

for. 

 

Obstacle Clearance: 

 

None for single Engine (assume a forced landing). 

 

Twin Engine, with one engine inoperative – Must be able to climb over obstacles with a vertical 

margin of greater than 50ft, OR must be outside the departure sector. 

 

Departure Sector/ Obstacle accountability area: 

 

 

Reference 0 is at the screen. 

The area half width starts at the lesser of 90m 60m + ½ wingspan. It then expands at 0.125 x the 

distance to the reference 0. 

The area stops expanding after a set distance based on accuracy of flight and turning: 

 0-15 degrees and able to maintain accuracy/visual guidance – 300m. 

 >15 degrees OR unable to maintain accuracy – 600m. 

 >15 degrees AND unable to maintain accuracy – 900m. 

 

Clearance from a limiting obstacle may be provided by turning away from the obstacle providing 

the turn starts at greater than 50ft and the angle of bank does not exceed 15 degrees. 

 

Net Take Off flight path: 

 Begins at 50 ft above surface. 

 Must not bank the aircraft below 50ft. 

 After this angle of bank must not exceed 15 degrees. 

 Failure of critical engine is assumed at the cloud base. 

 Ends at 1500 ft above the surface. 

 

 

 



Two versions of the net TO flight path (NTOFP) exist: 

 Cloud base above 1500ft – assume a climb at 0.77 of all engine gradient, and a level off at 

1500 ft. 

 Cloud base below 1500ft – assume a climb at 0.77 of all engine gradient up to cloud base. 

At cloud base assume one engine inoperative climb gradient, with a level off at 1500ft. 

 

Note that this means that in the event of an engine failure, we switch from net figures (including 

safety factors) to gross figures. 

 

If the NTOFP does not clear all obstacles in the departure domain by 50ft, then the weight must be 

reduced until this is the case. 

 

 

En Route – Must be able to continue flight at or above minimum safety altitude to a point 1000ft 

above the destination aerodrome. You are assumed to be no higher than the service ceiling (rate of 

climb of 300fpm available). The en route gradient for obstacle clearance is assumed to be 0.5% less 

than the one engine inoperative climb gradient, or 0.5% more than the one engine inoperative 

minimum descent gradient. 

 

Single Engine – assumed to be at service ceiling or lower. Must be able to glide to a point suitable 

for a safe forced landing, and arrive at this point at 1000 ft. The minimum descent gradient must be 

increased by 0.5%. 

 

 

 

Landing Distance – Must be able to achieve a full stop landing from 50ft above the threshold within 

70% of the landing distance available at the destination and any alternates. 

Factor In: 

 Altitude at Aerodrome. 

 50% of headwind, 150% of tailwind. 

 Surface Condition. 

 Runway Slope – Downslope = 5% for every 1%, Upslope needs no adjustment below 2%. 

 

To dispatch without an alternate, it must be assumed that the aircraft will land on the most 

favourable runway in still air and ISA temperature. If there is wind, it must be assumed that you are 

landing at the runway you are most likely to be assigned based on that wind. 

 

Runway Condition – Add 15% for Grass (up to 20 cm, on firm soil. Add 15% for a wet runway. 

 

Landing Climb (or baulked landing): 

Baulked Landing – Where all engines are operative: 

 Power is that which is available 8 seconds after throttles are advanced to Take Off. 

 Steady climb gradient of at least 2.5%. 

 Gear extended, flaps set for landing. 

 Climb speed = VREF. 

 

One engine Inoperative (missed approach) – Approach climb requirements: 

 Flying in IMC with most critical engine inoperative, prop at minimum drag position. 

 Climb at at least 0.75% gradient at 1500 ft above landing surface (below this you are 

committed and unlikely to be able to go around). 

 Gear and Flaps retracted. 



SEP 1 Graphs 

 

TOD Graphs: 

 Ensure that you have the correct graph (flaps up vs flaps approach). 

 Note that wind is already factored in. 

 Final Marks – Lower = TOR, Higher = TOD. 

 Box gives V speeds based on weight. 

 Once you have this, you must apply safety factors for runway surface and upslope. 

 Then apply the final public safety factor: 

◦ No Clearway or Stopway – TODA x 1.25 < TORA. 

◦ Clearway – TOD<TORA, Net TOD x 1.15 < TODA. 

◦ Stopway – TOD<TORA, Net TOD x 1.3 <ASDA. 

 If an airport has only a clearway, only apply the clearway factor, same for if there is only a 

stopway. If both are present, then the lowest number is limiting. 

 The maximum field length mass is found by working forwards from the temp/alt and 

backwards from TOR/TOD. Note that you need to allow for all safety factors. Where the 

lines meet gives the mass. 

 

 

Climb Graph – Instead of final step (or if you go of the top of the graph). 

 

Gradient is approximately:  Rate of Climb / Groundspeed. 

OR, more accurately) – (ROC x 60)/(Groundspeed x 6080). 

 

Headwind / Tailwind – remember to use 50% headwind, 150% tailwind when applying them on 

gradients. NOTE that this is already catered for within the CAP graphs. 

 

Altitude to put into the graph is the altitude at which the climb is commenced, NOT where it 

finishes. 

 

Also, remember that if climbing from an airfield, you start at 50ft above the surface. 

 

If NO OBSTACLE is stated, then you do not need to include the safety factors for wind, 

(decreasing or increasing strength), as it is purely for information. 

 

Calculating Glide Range – You must not assume to be higher than your service ceiling. Add 0.5% to 

your glide gradient as a safety factor. You must be able to reach a point 1000ft above a suitable 

forced landing site (remembering to apply any wind). 

 

When planning you must find figure both with and without wind, and apply the more restrictive 

figure. 

 

 

 

 

MEP: 

 

There is no legal requirement to calculate an accelerated stop distance for a class B aircraft. 

 

The climb graph can be used to find out whether an aircraft meets the 4% still air gradient, or if it is 

climb limited. 



For obstacle clearance you assume 0.77 of your gross climb performance. Upon entering clouds you 

assume a climb at gross one engine out performance. Remember to apply 50% headwing and 150% 

tailwind. You require 50ft clearance of any obstacle. 

 

First calculate the distance (x) that you will cover before reaching the cloud base (remembering that 

you start at 50 ft). Then, take this from the total distance to the obstacle, and use your GS to first 

find the time taken to cover y, and then from this you can calculate the height that you will reach at 

the obstacle position. 

 

Climb Performance Graph – The short lines are “leaned”. These are the lines you should be using 

when climbing at altitude (i.e. after initial takeoff). Maximum altitude can be found at the point on 

the climb graph where you can just reach 300fpm using both engines at lean power. 

 

For max altitude planning you must use 300fpm. However, service ceiling is actually at 100fpm. 

 

Barrier Speed – VREF that you should be at passing over the threshold imaginary barrier. 

 

Aircraft in overhead – Wind is known and therefore there is no need to calculate for still air. 

 

If you cannot make the still air landing, but can make the landing with the headwind, then you can 

still depart. However, you must have a suitable alternate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class A Takeoff: 

 

Call Speeds: 

 

80 Kts – Co-ordination speed. Confirm control, sometimes used to differentiate low speed from 

high speed abort. 

 

V1 – Action / Decision speed. Beyond this, ASDA is insufficient to allow rejecting the takeoff. 

 

VR – Rotate. Start to rotate the aircraft. 

 

V2 – Minimum speed at screen height. 

 

 

Non Call Speeds: 

 

VEF – This is the speed at which if you lose an engine, you have 1 second to recognise the failure 

before reaching V1. 

 

VMCG – Must be lower than, or equal to, VEF. 

 

VLOF – Speed at which main gear will leave the runway on rotation. 

 

VMAX TYRES – Maximum speed that tyres can safely be operated at. Must occur after VLOF. 

 

VMU – Minimum unstick speed that you can theoretically lift off. Can be limited in 2 ways. 

Geometric limiting is where further rotation would lead to a tail strike. Aerodynamic is where there 

is no further lift that can be gained from increasing angle of attack (wing will stall). 

 

VMBE – Maximum braking energy. Speed at which the aircraft can be slowed to a complete stop by 

the brakes without failure or fading. Increased by hot, high conditions (increased TAS), high weight 

(increased CAS for takeoff), tailwind, long runways with low flap settings and long taxis (as brakes 

are inevitably used in the taxi, and start to heat up). 

 

Class A screen height is 35 ft in dry conditions, and 15 ft in wet conditions.  

 

V1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

At Weight 'X', there is only one possible V1. 

 

However, at Weight 'Y' there is a range of speeds 

available. Selection of what V1 to use is dependant on 

the airfield and surroundings. 

 

For an airfield with close in obstacles, you may wish 

to choose a high V1. This allows you to reject at a later 

stage, as it is safer to stop from a higher speed than to 

try to clear the obstacles with one engine inop. 

 

If the airfield has rough ground, ground obstacles, or 

ends in the sea, then you may want to choose a low 

V1. In this case it is safer to get airborne than to risk 

an over run. 

 

 

A high speed rejected takeoff is a dangerous proposition due to a number of factors: 

 Control Difficulties (due to the high speed). 

 Obstacles / Terrain in the over run. 

 Tyre failure due to high loads. 

 Brake overheating. Brakes continue to heat up for over 30 minutes after heavy use, and can 

catch fire. Fuseable plugs are built in to the tyres to cause them to deflate before exploding. 

However, due to the extreme temperatures, the wheels themselves can explode. The aircraft 

must also be chocked, as otherwise the brakes will fuse to the wheel if the parking brake is 

used. 

 

 

VMCG must be lower than V1 and VEF as you must have enough control to continue. 

 

VMCG ≤ VEF < V1 ≤ VMBE 

 

V1 must also be less than VR. 

 

VR must be the greatest of: 

 1.05 VMC. 

 Speed allowing V2 to be reached by 35 ft. 

 Speed at which rotation results in reaching VLOF of: 

◦ 1.10 VMU (all engine) or 1.05 VMU (1 engine out) if aerodynamically limited. 

◦ 1.08 VMU  (all engine) or 1.04 VMU (1 engine out) if geometrically limited. 

 

At low altitudes and temperatures, VMU is reduced due to the increased thrust component of lift. 

However, VMC is increased, due to the same increase in thrust. 



 

V2 – Minimum speed that should be reached at a height of 35 ft (dry). Greatest of 1.1 VMC and 1.13 

VSR1. At high altitude, tends to be VMU limited, at low altitudes, tends to be VMCG limited. 

 

1.13 VSR1  is a fixed CAS value that does not vary with altitude. At high and hot temperatures, it can 

become the most limiting factor. Increasing flaps or decreasing weight will both have the effect of 

reducing VSR1 so that VMU becomes limiting. 

 

 

 

Take off Distance (Class A) – From brake release to a point 30ft above the runway.  

Take off Run (Class A) (DRY) – From brake release to a point equidistant between VLOF and Screen 

Height. 

 

 

V1 Wet – A wet runway has a decreased braking coefficient and thus an increased stopping distance. 

Therefore, to allow economically viable operations, the restrictions are relaxed. At V1, continuing 

should lead to being at 15ft at the screen, and rejecting should lead to stopping within ASDA on an 

average day. 

 

Impingement Drag – Initially increases with speed, but at a certain speed the aircraft will begin to 

hydroplane, and the impingement drag will begin to reduce. 

 

TOD on a dry runway - Greatest of TOD N-1 DRY and 1.15 TODDRY. 

TOD on a wet runway -  Greatest of TODN-1 DRY, 1.15 TODDRY and TODN-1 WET (which is to 15 ft). 

 

TOR on a dry runway – Greatest of TORN-1 DRY and 1.15TORDRY 

TOR on a wet runway is now from brake release to 15 feet, and is thus the same as TODN-1 WET. 

 

Accelerated stop distance on a dry runway – No reverse thrust allowed. Greatest of: 

(ASD + Distance Covered in 2s at V1 ) and (ASDN-1 + Distance Covered in 2s at V1 ). 

 



ASD on a wet runway – Greatest of: ASDDRY, ASDWET and ASD N-1 WET. In both cases no margin is 

applied. Reverse thrust is allowed to be factored into the calculation. 

 

RLTOM is the most restrictive of TOD, TOR and ASD. 

 

In many of the CAP graphs an extension to the balanced field is used where TODA=TORA=ASDA. 

If extra clearway is available, then a higher RLTOM can be accepted, as long as V1 is reduced (as 

will need longer to stop). 

If extra stopway is available then a higher RLTOM can be accepted providing V1 is increased (as 

may not be able to continue with an engine failure at higher speeds). 

 

Releasing the brakes before TO power is set increases the TOD. 

 

Loss of runway when lining up reduces the TODA. 

 

Incorrect rotation technique increases TOD: 

Too early – Increased drag before reaching VLOF. 

Too late/slow – More runway used. 

Too hard – Increased drag, risk of tail strike. 

 

 

CAP: 

 

 

TO Tyre speed limit graph – There is a combined correction that must be used for flap 15 and 

210mph tyres. 

 

PLTOM is the lowest of RLTOM, CLTOM, Tyre Limited Mass and Obstacle limited mass. 

 

The CLTOM graph is also known as the Weight/Mass Altitude Temperature graph (WAT/MAT). 

 

TO speeds – To find these start by looking up the correct section on the density sub graph. Check 

Celsius vs Fahrenheit. Greyed out = check for VMC. 

 

VMBE & V1 – increased with upslope and headwind, decreased with downslope and tailwind. 

 

TO Braking energy graph – the shaded area represents no need to calculate VMBE. 

 

When TOGA is selected, the PMC automatically sets the relevant %age N1. Wiht PMC inoperative, 

you can still fly but must look up N1 and set this manually. 

 

AC = ACS = Environmental Control System (ECS). 

 

RTOM is the most restrictive of PLTOM and MSTOM. 

 

 

Additional Take Off Techniques: 

 

Increased V1 / Improved Climb – This increases the airspeed and through this increases the climb 

gradient. Therefore, a greater mass can be taken whilst still achieving the required one engine out 

climb gradient. 

This can only by used if CLTOM < FLLTOM. 



During takeoff, you are on the back of the drag curve. Therefore, by increasing speed, you increase 

excess thrust and through this climb gradient. Note that any increase in mass will reduce this effect 

due to increased induced drag. 

 

VMD for a jet is generally at around 1.6 VSR1. 

 

In the improved climb performance graphs, if you hit the horizontal line representing your original 

weight, you must now follow that horizontally (before reaching the diagonal). 

 

From the first half of the FLLTOM and Tyre Speed Limited graphs, you can determine which is 

going to be more limiting based on the mass increase that they provide. 

 

 

Reduced Thrust / Flex Take Off. 

 

Tricks the PMC into thinking that the OAT is higher than it actually is. This causes it to reduce the 

engine thrust that is produced. 

In Airbus this is “flex”, in Boeings this is “reduced thrust”. 

You still have the ability to select full TOGA power in the case of an emergency, by selecting the 

TOGA detent (Airbus) or by pressing TOGA again (Boeing). Be aware that this could worsen an 

asymmetric issue, increasing VMCG / VMC. 

Whenever you use this technique, you must ensure that you begin your take off run at the point that 

you expected to, and that the thrust fully runs up before brakes release. 

Prohibited When: 

 Contaminated runway. 

 Anti-skid, Reverse Thrust or PMC inoperative. 

 Using Increased V2 procedure. 

It is never permissible to decrease below 75% power. 

 

To find the maximum flex temperature that can be used – Find the maximum temperature for 

RLTOM, CLTOM, Tyre Limited, Obstacle and 75% power. Then take the lowest of these. 

 

De Rated Thrust: 

This allows a temporary reduction in the maximum thrust that the engine can produce at any 

temperature. This also affects autothrottle commanded TOGA. You can also use flex procedures on 

top of this. You must have a PMC to use this. 

A de-rated take off is classed as a normal takeoff (just with less powerful engines). Therefore, it can 

theoretically be used on a contaminated runway. 

 

 

 

Contaminated Runway: 

Wet, slushy or snowy runway. Under EU ops – 3mm to 15mm moisture depth over 25% or more of 

the runway. The MRJT has tables for 2-13mm. 

These figures are not as well tested. 

On a contaminated runway, you have to work against impingement drag (throwing water up against 

the airframe) and displacement drag (pushing water away). There is also a reduced braking 

coefficient (decreasing V1 and increasing ASD). 

 

The CAA prohibits landing on a contaminated runway with a tailwind, with more than 15mm of 

water, slush or slow, or with more than 80mm of dry snow. 

 



You must apply a mass decrement and a V1 decrement. As water depth increases, the mass 

decrement increases, but the V1 decrement actually reduces, as the decrease in mass reduces the V1 

and reduces the ASD (and therefore takes care of some of the decrement for you). 

 

If V1 after decrement is less than VMCG then take off is not permitted. 

 

Tables – If you start in the shaded area, then you must move to the lower graph and extract a value 

from there. Use the lowest of the numbers to find the mass decrement. Find the V1 for the new 

mass, and then find the decrement for the new mass and apply it. Finally, check the V1 against 

VMCG. 

 

 

 

Hydroplaning – Will only occur once the depth of contamination exceeds the tyre tread depth. 

 

Hydroplaning Speed – VP  = (9 √P )/ g Where P = PSI of tyres and g = SG of contaminant. 

 

To avoid hydroplaning on landing, you must perform a positive touchdown. 

 

Viscous Hydroplaning – Oil, rubber or sand on the runway causes it to become very slippery when 

even slightly wet. Usually informed of this by a NOTAM. 

 

Reverted Rubber Hydroplaning – Occurs when the wheel locks on a wet runway. The massive 

increase in temperature causes the water to boil, and melts the rubber into its uncured state. The 

Tyre now slides on a film of liquefied rubber. 

 

Icing – Ice build up on wings and airframe degrades aircraft performance significantly. 

 

 

Anti Skid Inoperative Adjustments: 

1. Decrease RLTOM by 7700 kg. 

2. Find V Speeds at the new weight. 

3. Apply V1 decrement. 

4. Check against VMCG. If > 7900 ft TODA and V1 < VMCG , increase V1 to VMCG.  

◦ Remember to add 2 knots to VMCG if Packs Off. 

 

IF ATOM < RLTOM (New Mass) then ensure that the V1 requirement for ATOM does not exceed 

the anti skid operative V1. 

 

 

 

Initial TO climb 

 

Noise Abatement – The thrust produced with all engines working greatly exceeds that required for 

obstacle clearance and climb performance. Therefore, you can reduce thrust to reduce noise 

experienced on the ground. 

 

Acceleration Height – Between 800 ft and 1500ft for thrust reduction. 

 

Noise abatement is NOT mandatory. It is inadvisable when – Contaminated runway, visibility less 

than 1 NM, crosswind of more than 15 knots, tailwinds more than 5 knots or when thunderstorms 

and windshear are detected. DO NOT perform noise abatement in the event of an engine failure or 



major systems failure. 

2 Noise Abatement Departure Procedures are Used. 

 

NADP 1 – Used when there is a noise sensitive area close to the airfield. 

 

 

NADP 2 – Used when noise sensitive area is further from the airfield. Provides greater altitude 

above said area. 

 

 

Engine Out Initial Flight Path – Obstacle clearance may now now become critical. 

For each climb segment, gross one engine out gradient is reduced by 0.8%, 0.9% or 1%. 

Require a minimum height of 35 ft above all obstacles. 

 

TO Flight Path 

 

1
st
 Segment – 35 ft (15 ft when wet), to gear fully retracted (V2). 

 

2
nd

 Segment – Gear up to minimum of 400ft (minimum engine out acceleration height). Min climb 

gradient of 2.4%, 2.7% or 3.0% for 2, 3 and 4 engine aircraft respectively. May be extended for 

obstacle clearance. Flown at V2. 

 

3
rd

 Segment – Acceleration Height to flaps up, climb speed. Require an equivalent theoretical climb 

performance (that you could achieve if you wanted to) of 1.2% (twin) or 1.7% (4 Engine). 

However, you will stay level in order to accelerate. 

 

4
th

 Segment – Decrease to MCT. Clean aircraft up to level off. Climb at VMD. 



 

Obstacle Clearance – Domain is calculated the same way as for class B. Same restrictions apply. 

There are also bank angle limitations – 15 degrees below 400 ft. 25 degrees above 400ft. 

If there is a turn greater than 15 degrees then you must increase both minimum clearance and screen 

height to 50 ft (from 35ft). The turn cannot be commenced below 50ft or ½ wingspan, whichever is 

higher. You must also apply a decrement to the gradient, and increase climb speed (to prevent stall). 

EU OPS may allow greater bank angles of 20 degrees at 200 ft or 30 degrees at 400ft given special 

permission. 

 

Note – CAP graphs already factor in the 35 ft screen height. 

 

Cruise Altitude – kept as close as possible to optimum. However, it may prove economical to 

deviate if winds are preferable at a different FL. 

 

BOB Charts – Go to CG and THEN to the reference line. 

 

En Route climb and descent gradients are all based on a net figure (i.e. a decrement is applied). 

 

Engine Failure – Results in an increase in parasite drag. Therefore, the drag curve moves up and 

left, and all speeds decrease. 

If drag is now greater than thrust available then you will be unable to hold altitude. Therefore you 

should initially hold altitude until speed bleeds off to VMD. Then commence drift down. If you are 

heavier, you will descend more quickly to a lower stabilisation altitude. Therefore, it may be 

necessary to dump fuel (allow enough for trip and reserves) as soon as practically possible. The net 

(factored) flight path and stabilisation must be 1000ft above any obstacle en route. 

 

If you cannot stabilise above the highest obstacle, then you must pass over it with at least 2000 ft 

clearance (again, after all factors). With good navigation, you must be 5nm clear of obstacles to 

disregard. Optimum speeds for this are tabulated in the CAP. 

 

When you reach the diversion airfield, you must be able to stabilise at 1500 ft above. 

 

Drift Down graph: 

1. First Find Equivalent Mass. 

2. Must have 2000 ft clearance. 

3. Assume engine failure at most critical point. 

4. Must take winds into account. 

5. Jettison allowed, but must be done ASAP. 

6. Must have adequate diversions. 

 

3 Engine – 1 engine out – must be within 90 minutes of an alternate, and must be able to reach it. 2 

engine out – must be able to drift down as above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Landing: 

 

Climb Limited Landing Mass – Made up of several components. 

 

Baulked Climb – Mass at which a 3.2% gradient can be achieved with all engines at TOGA and in 

the landing configuration. Climb speed not less than 1.13 VSR0 or VMC, and no more than 1.23 VSR0. 

Flaps for landing, gear down. 

 

Discontinued / Missed Approach Climb – Maximum mass at which a 2.1% (2 engine, 2.4% & 3% 

for 3 and 4 engine) gradient can be achieved with critical engine inoperative. Approach speed no 

greater than 1.41 VSR0, approach flap, TOGA (remaining engines) and gear up. 

 

Discontinued Instrument Approach – In DH less than 200ft. Must allow 2.5% or published higher 

gradient to be achieved with critical engine out, landing flaps, gear down, remaining engines at 

TOGA. 

 

All of these are still air gradients. 

 

VERY large adjustments if aircraft has been in icing conditions during the flight. 

 

 

 

Must be able to land in 60% (Jet) or 70% (Prop) of available landing distance. 50 ft screen height. 

VREF is at least 1.23 VSR0. 

Only need to account for slopes if greater than 2 %. 

 

Landing distance must be calculated for both still air and predicted wind. Still air is calculated on 

most favourable runway, wind calculated for most likely runway based on wind direction. 

 

If unable to land WITHOUT the specified wind, then you can dispatch as long as you have 2 fully 

compliant alternates. 

If you are unable to land WITH the specified wind, then you can dispatch with 1 fully compliant 

alternate. 

 

Contaminated Runway – Use greater of 1.15 x Dry Distance and 1.15 x Contaminated Distance. 

 

Note that the CAP graphs already factor in the 60% runway available for the MRJT. 

 

 

 

Brake Cooling – Brake energy dissipates into heat. Need to allow time for the brakes to cool, or 

performance in the RTO will be degraded. 

 

BIG adjustments for headwind, tailwind and slope. Note that temperature is in Fahrenheit for quick 

turnaround tables. 

 

If you exceed the mass for quick turnaround, then you must wait 53 minutes, and then check 

fuseable plugs. 

 

Brake Cooling Times – Give recommended cooling period. Note that leaving the gear extended for 

a short time can massively change these. 



 

Add 1 million foot pounds for every 1 NM of taxi due to use in the taxi phase. 

 

At the bottom of the graph, the energy is split into 4, with each having special instructions. 

 

The messy bit at the bottom shows energy levels based on autobrake levels, and reverse thrust use. 

 

Landing speeds – Start at VREF -3. Then you must factor the wind (50% headwind, 150% tailwind), 

before applying it. 


